Abstract -In this paper, we propose a novel rate control system by applying the discrete linear quadratic rate control method (DLQ) to transmissions of MPEG2 streams in IP networks. We give out the detail deduction for disturbed-DLQ-regulator problem and the corresponding methods to implement the results into media streaming rate control. Study shows that DLQ is superior to conventional rate control schemes especially in client buffer utilization.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the growth of multimedia communications and applications, a large amount of multidimensional media traffic swarms into the traditional network.
Basically, after a stream is retrieved from the database, it encounters a complex environment where all parameters change continuously and unpredictably.
Therefore, an efficient rate control system which can provide the satisfactory performance on client side is crucial. Meanwhile, service providers should maintain a favorable environment for other traffic on the intermediate network.
Generally, multimedia stream rate control methods can be classified into three groups according to the focus: server oriented, network oriented, and client
oriented. Most conventional methods belong to the first two groups ([1][2][3][4]). Among them, researchers
either use priority schemes to isolate timing sensitive flows from bursty ones or enable reservations to guarantee QoS. For example, separate priorities for different frames ( [5] ), multi-channel data scheduling ( [6] ), and multi-thread distributed delivery [7] are widely used. In recent years, most researches focus on TCP-friendly rate control ( [17] ) or layer-coded rate control ( [18] based on its cost-effective, its accuracy, and its easy to implement. Previous works [8] and [9] This paper is based on our previous work in [16] . It exists or not does not influent the DLQ system design. We omit it in the following mathematical deduction and provide its algorithm in appendix B.
Here we did not consider the transmission delay between the client and server. The delay problem will be discussed in a separate section in this paper. With reference of the mathematical system model (Fig.1) , the state and the index functions are:
The purpose of DLQ scheduler system is to minimize the bandwidth usage while maximize the client buffer usage. Thus, we take the sum of quadratic term of buffer vacancy x(i) and sending rate u(i) as the measurement criteria. The following deduction focuses on finding a u*=-kx that minimize the J. Parameters used in the functions are shown in Here we use (-client buffer vacancy) as the state variable to make its coefficient and the coefficients of control variable (u) to be positive. Lower case is used to differentiate from the formula of matrix solution, which will be discussed later in this section.
Let J*(x i , i) denote the minimal value of
performance measure starting at time t=i*t s and state
Then the optimality principle states that any input that is optimal over the interval (i, N) must necessarily be optimal over the interval (i+1, N). So that the following recursive relation must hold true:
Because J* has the quadratic form, Let
, so that:
To find the u i that minimize J*, we let:
Rewrite (1) as:
Substitute (2) into this function, we have the following three functions (See Appendix A).
Quadratic terms in x:
Linear terms in x:
Terms independent of x:
Substitute (4) into (2), we get the final formula of u
Given the terminal values of p n and b n , (3) and (4) will decide all p and b values recursively. In equation (6) , the coefficient before
is the k i in figure 1 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We obtain the results for two scenarios through a series of simulations using an (18,3) m2v video clip.
The notation (18,3) is a MPEG encoding format that contains 18 frames on a Group of Picture (GOP), and two B frames between a pair of main frames (I or P).
The parameters of the video are listed in table 2. 
B. Modified DLQ for heavy-traffic scenario
The discussion in previous paragraphs is based on the hypothesis that the bandwidth is enough to support each stream sending at its calculated optimal speed. If the server wants to accept more clients, this hypothesis may be violated. Fortunately, a good advantage of DLQ is that it always holds the client buffer occupancy at a certain level with small fluctuations. Figure 4 demonstrate clearly this good characteristic of DLQ.
In Figure 4 , the fluctuation of client buffer occupancy (dotted line) keeps small even when the sending rate is reduced to 43%u*. Thus we can trade off the current client buffer usage for supporting more users using the DLQ mechanism. When the steady buffer usage is dragged down from around 85% to 43% or less, the sending rate is also slowed. The recovered BW can be allocated to other incoming streams. 1) Feedback packets between two adjacent sampling points will be retained for a decision later on.
2) If no new feedback comes within a sample interval, the scheduler maintains the previous sending rate.
3) If several feedback packets come together during an interval, the scheduler takes the latest one for calculation and discards all the others.
A. Delay impacts
Firstly, we fix the 2 to 144ms and investigate situations with mean values (µ) of delay to be 0ms, 32ms, and 128ms ([14]) respectively, which are 0, 2, and 8 times the sampling interval (16ms). Choosing basic DLQ for simulation, the client buffer occupancy with and without delay is shown in figure 5 . However, MPEG2 video contains IBBP frames in repetition, and the sizes of the same type of frames are close. If the feedback packet for a frame is delayed to the sampling point for a following frame of the same type, the information of buffer vacancy rate it contains is near to the exact value. On the other hand, since the DLQ adjustments are at a fine-grain level, the high sampling rate ensures the outdated buffer occupancy value will not mislead the schedule decision to a great extent. In other words, DLQ system reacts fast enough to correct its deflection. After shown the revealed phenomenon, we found that all troubles were caused by two types of problems brought by the delay.
B. Analysis of delay impact

1) Time reverse problem
If several feedbacks came within a sample period in sequence, DLQ takes the one that arrived latest as the reference for decision. A feedback sent at time slot 10 may reach the server earlier than the feedback sent at slot 9. Suppose these two feedbacks come within the same sample interval, DLQ will discard the former one (sent at slot 10) but take the later one (sent at slot 9).
This problem can be solved using a time stamp mechanism introduced later.
2) Outdated information problem
Cases where no feedback come within a sample period or feedback came late are considered as the outdated problem. This problem can be solved by enhancing the network transmission speed which is not the scope of this paper.
C. Time stamp solution
Within the two parameters influenced by the delay, Where {n(i)}, similar to{w(i)}, is a sequences of white Gaussian noise with zero mean comes from network.
B. Kalman Filter Algorithm
Given the initial values of x(0) and (0) 
